
12
YEAR

13
YEAR

Recap main tenses Subjunctive

Advanced si clauses

Pronouns – lequel, laquelle, 
dont etc

Subjunctive

1
Uni YEAR

Writing essays in French

Film Study: La Haine

Advanced opinions

Developing essay style

Recap main tenses

Extending essay style –
counterbalancing arguments

Literature Study: Kiffe Kiffe Demain Launch individual research 
project 

for Speaking Exam

Aspects of French 
Society: Family 
Life

Aspects of French 
Society: 
Technology

Aspects of French 
Society: Music

Aspects of French 
Society:Cinema

Aspects of French 
Society: 
patrimoine

Aspects of French 
Society: voluntary 
work 

Aspects of French Society: 
vie de couple

Aspects of French 
Society: Life for 
the marginalised

Aspects of French 
Society: Immigration 
and integration

Aspects of French 
Society: How do 
we treat 
criminals?

Aspects of French 
Society: Positive 
features of a diverse 
society. 

Aspects of French 
Society: Politics and 
youth engagement 

Aspects of French 
Society: Strikes and 
Power in France

Topic revision

Revision of film and book

Individual research project 
presentations

Year 11 – Year 12 
transition booklet to 
be completed from 
May to September

EXAMS

More essay writing practice

French Learning Journey

Revision of subjunctive and 
complex structures

Recap main tenses

Galatians 3:28 – "There is neither Jew nor Gentile, neither 

slave nor free, nor is there male and female, for you are all 
one in Christ Jesus."

French Curriculum – Big Picture The 7 year journey through the French curriculum is designed to support the school intent of developing students to learn, love and 
live to achieve life in all its fullness. We seek to enable students to develop as fluent, confident and effective communicators, through reading, writing, speaking and 
listening. They should go out into the world equipped to communicate with French speakers confidently.  We aim to encourage students to be curious about language 
and culture and to see the world beyond their daily experience.  The curriculum is designed to give pupils a wide exposure to a range of authentic materials and to 
give them a broad exposure to French language as well as Francophone culture. We want our students to love learning the language as well as be equipped for 
studying French beyond Bishop Ramsey. More than this, we want students to respect and understand other cultures and see themselves as global citizens. 

Skill Development

Throughout the journey, pupils will learn and develop many 
different skills that are valuable for life as global citizens. These 
include working together collaboratively and independently in 
order to build and improve reading, writing, speaking and listening 
skills. 

Knowledge Development and links

Students will increase their knowledge of vocabulary, word 
meanings as well as their understanding of grammar and sentence 
construction. Knowledge of Francophone culture as well as general 
literacy is woven into the journey and link in particular to subjects 
such as English, RE, PSHE, History, Geography and Film Studies. 

Key Stage 3

The KS3 curriculum builds on primary level skills and knowledge at 
the start of Y7, through to preparation for GCSE by the end of Y9. We 
aim to give students a wide experience of language learning whilst 
exposing them to authentic cultural experiences as far as possible.  
We seek to build on their language skills in order to become 
independent and confident language learners, equipped to take on 
the challenge of GCSE and beyond.  We seek to keep a broad 
curriculum which allows for self expression but also with an 
increasing appreciation of issues related to France and Francophone 
culture. We seek to build on the simple word level experience of KS2 
so that students are confident to communicate with a good 
understanding of grammar and style. We seek to build 
communication skills through speaking and listening in order to 
develop confidence but also to develop the ability to work together.

Key Stage 4

In KS4, students build on the knowledge and 
skills developed in KS3, to become more 
confident language learners and speakers.  
They continue to build on their grammar 
knowledge whilst exploring more complex 
themes.  Students build on their speaking, 
listening, reading and writing skills in order to 
cope with the rigours of the GCSE examination 
as well as continue to grow and develop as 
effective communicators able to deal with 
French in a real life context. 

Key Stage 5

In KS5, students move to a more independent study of ideas, themes and texts in French, for themselves. They are encouraged to read and explore and bring ideas to 
discuss and develop their own views and opinions. The programmes of study meet the text and skills criteria for the A Level French exam, which means they learn to 
apply critical theory to texts, explore more complex themes from different perspectives, at the same time as developing a wider range of more sophisticated 
terminology, vocabulary and essay skills. The aim is to build skills to give a firm base for further study of French beyond year 13.  French for learning, French for life. 



Meeting and greeting people

YEAR

8

YEAR

9

YEAR

10

“If you talk to a man in a language he understands, that goes to his head. If you talk to him in his own language, that goes to his heart.”   Nelson Mandela

French Learning Journey

7
YEAR

11
YEAR

Meeting and 
greeting people

Counting to 100

Relationships with family 
and friends

Free time and leisure

Telling the time 
12 and 24 hour clock

Watching TV and films

Being sporty

Discussing the weather

What’s my 
school like?

Giving 
my opinion

Talking about 
clothing and school

uniform

What are the school rules?

Describing where I live

Things to do in Paris

Asking for, and giving directions

CULTURE:
Geography of France

CULTURE:
Francophone countries

Modal 
verbs

Tourist information

Asking for directions

The perfect tense

Describing a past holiday

A visit to an attraction

Food and drink

24 hours in Le Mans

Being healthy

The future tense

When I leave school…

Why learn a language?

Career choices

Environment issues

Planning a future holiday

Booking a hotel

CULTURE THROUGH FILM

The present 
tense

Describing self, family
and friends

Describing relationships

3rd person adjective agreement

Free time activities

School day

Describing a town
Conditional tense

Where you would like to live

Describing your house

Household chores

Describing daily routine

Describing future plans
Using 3

time frames

Healthy Eating

CULTURE:
Festivals in France

Keeping fit

THEMES:
Identity and culture
Current and future study and employment
Local, national, international and global 
areas of interest

Using question words

Comparing schools in France 
and England

Describing a school exchange

Perfect tense revision

Describing a past holiday

Perfect and imperfect 
tenses

Describing an ideal holiday

Future and conditional 
tenses

Career choices; university or 
apprenticeships

Applying 
for jobs

Food for
special occasions

Addictions 
and vices

Future personal
plans

Using new technology

Social media; pros and cons

CULTURE:
Literary texts

World issues

Social issues

Charity work

Future plans

Grammar revision

Exam techniques

Exam preparation;
4 skills:


